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Abstract

THE PUPMOS DAO
PAWs - Profit Aggregation Workers 

Pupmos is an autonomous self-aggregating community profit protocol developing on 
Juno Network, driven by the pursuit of friendship, sovereignty, and interoperability. The 
PUPMOS token functions as a treasury-backed memetic utility asset with uses in 
governance, collateral, value storage and exchange in the Pupmos DAO and its 
community-owned smart contracts.



Claimable for free by thousands of Pupmos friends at inception, PUPMOS will be 
distributed widely and fairly to friends. The frendrop’s spam-resistant distribution 
mechanisms reward loyalty, participation, and friendship above all else.

PAWs are interchain decentralized smart contracts owned by the Pupmos community of 
friends. PAWs generate multi-asset income for PUPMOS staking rewards and the 
community owned treasury, which can then be allocated to fund grants for the 
development of more PAWs, creating a perpetual cycle of community driven value 
accrual. 

Interchain-Native

Historically, DAO’s have been limited to the scope of the blockchains upon which they 
were formed, bound to their birthplace like humans to the earth. The inception of the 
Pupmos DAO envisages the beginning of the end of this paradigm. Through IBC-enabled 
interoperable smart contracts, an interchain democracy may be formed and lay claim to 
the freedom of movement which underlies the fabric of the Cosmos ecosystem. No 
longer at the mercy of a single blockchain jurisdiction, it is not unforeseeable that chains 
could begin competing to provide the environment most suitable for the Pupmos DAO 
and its members.
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PAW No.1: Liquid Staking

Auto-compounding JUNO with validator friends. 

Further detailed in the upcoming PAW 1 Whitepupper.



MEMETICS
The Onboarding Dilemma

Promulgating the benefits of application-specific interoperable blockchains remains one 
of the Cosmos ecosystem’s greatest challenges. In terms of viral phenomena, the 
current state of the interchain narrative is highly virulent but insufficiently infectious. 
That is, community members are immensely dedicated and motivated, but the cognitive 
load is very high for onboarding new friends into the ecosystem.

Next
This genesis whitepupper defines the scope, objectives, use cases, and intents of the 
PUPMOS token and the Pupmos DAO. Pending reviews, a detailed Distribution 
Whitepupper will shortly follow the release of this document. The Distribution 
Whitepupper will define and describe frendrop mechanisms, supply tokenomics, and a 
novel fairsig standard to revolutionize the concept of the strategic reserve as we know it.

The Pupmos Factor

Pupmos posits a solution to this as the Goodest Boy in Cosmos, a loving and relatable 
dog with three key traits of informational viral patterns: protagonistic urgency, linguistic 
aberration, and anthropological universality. In advocating for his unwavering principles 
of friendship, sovereignty, interoperability and decentralization, Pupmos strengthens the 
ideological threads that bind the Cosmos ecosystem. The unique dialect, dubbed 
“Pupmospeak”, provides a highly replicable and easily identifiable linguistic trait through 
mechanisms such as morphological nonconformity, atypical sentence structure and 
lexical playfulness. Articulating IBC (Interblockchain Communication Protocol) 
connections as friendships, packet transfers as dog walks, and token rewards as treats, 
Pupmos makes the technical nature of Cosmos accessible to all.

i am. so sneek. hehehehehe


